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Little Tony is a story about the life of Antoine E. Accristo. He was a young Italian boy born in
France just as World War II had begun. He gives us a firsthand account of what life was like in
France during the Italian and German occupation of the country. More than anything, this is
about what it takes to survive under the harsh conditions of poverty and war.

About the AuthorMore than thirty years ago, Deirdre Pirro sailed from Melbourne, her hometown
in Australia, on an ocean liner heading for Italy but never used her return ticket home. Instead,
she married the ship's Italian captain and settled in Florence, where she now works as an
international lawyer. Apart from the law, her interests include modern Italian history and the
history of gastronomy. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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JOSEPH ACCRISTO Recently, as I was editing my complete manuscript (and reminiscing
about my life as a young boy in France), I had received word from my brother Joseph’s family
that he had suddenly passed away after a brief illness. Joseph and I were very close throughout
my entire life. We have both shared many fond memories. He was very instrumental in the writing
of my book, and I will always miss him. May God bless his soul. Antoine E.
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86Chapter 87Chapter 88Chapter 89Chapter 90Chapter 91Chapter 92Chapter 93Chapter
94Chapter 95 Acknowledgments I would like to dedicate this book to all of the wonderful people
who have extended their kindness and given me hope, especially during the most difficult times
of my life.For all the American soldiers who cared about my welfare during World War II, and
especially to Nicholas J. Botera who looked after me. From the time I arrived at Maison Lafitte (in
1945), all the way to Berlin, and for his sponsorship of me in the United States.For Daniel and
Estella McLaughlin, my dear foster parents who kept me from being deported and loved me as
their own son.For my beloved wife, Patsy Lynn, who has given me the love, hope, and happiness
throughout our many years of marriage.To all of my children, I hope that you will remember my
legacy. That my life might serve as a model for your continued prosperity and happiness.A
special thanks to my son Nicholas Jerry for his support and encouragement in helping to
complete the writing of my life’s story.To all the good people, who have helped and encouraged
me to write my story.For my parents, brothers, and sisters: Thank you for having been a part of



my life.May God bless you all, and may God bless America. Foreword We all read or see
depictions of historical moments in one form or another, at one time or another. Some authors or
script writers study and report on historical subjects in pursuit of a degree or for an employment
position, or for recognition and wealth. And some, like Antoine Esprit Accristo, pursue the
subject as a way to inform his children and friends of the historical events in Europe and the
United States that shaped his life—from childhood to present day.The autobiographical effort,
Little Tony, is not a lavishly written documentation of an experienced author, but contains the
simple words of how it “really was” by the very person who was experiencing this life. It does
raise questions for the reader. What first motivated this small child into pursuing the life he
wanted? What would have happened to Tony if he had not connected with his friends, the
American GIs? If WWII had turned out differently, where would Tony be now? With continuous
disappointments (what we now idealistically call “challenges”), what pushed him to keep trying
to make it? Was luck on his side or was it his unbreakable spirit which propelled him? This book
centers on the relationships formed, truths and half-truths unveiled, family being parted and
reunited, a broken marriage and one that endures, and the result of all of this some seventy
years later. There is some vagueness and simplicity in some of the descriptions and
documentation that indicate a novice writer, but the passion of the story in which Tony bares his
heart and soul is compelling and appropriate reading for all. And the simplicity makes it easy to
read. Tony’s goal with this book was not to write a money-maker or an award-winning novel, it
was just to tell the truth. And, he’s done it well.In addition to Tony’s family, I believe Little Tony will
be of particular interest to immigrants who are struggling to find a way to go on; to history
teachers; and, more importantly, to current and retired military personnel. While it’s a personal
story, there is a lot of focus on World War II and the Korean conflict and the effects of war on
countries, communities, families, and children. Little Tony is a story of struggles and there are a
lot of sad moments, but the portrayal of the friendships forged and the way they affected Tony in
a very positive way, are amazing and truly heartfelt.I was privileged to help Tony a bit with Little
Tony, and every time I read it, I’m overwhelmed by the intensity it holds and how he bares all to
be as honest and forthcoming as he is. He has certainly achieved his goal of writing his life story
for his children, but I feel he has also written a book that can give hope, encouragement, and a
sense of “I can do it!” to everyone who reads it. Diane L. HalkeAssistant General
ManagerWMRA Public Radio/WEMC
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sense of “I can do it!” to everyone who reads it. Diane L. HalkeAssistant General
ManagerWMRA Public Radio/WEMC Chapter 1MY MEMOIRS, MY AUTOBIOGRAPHYMy
name is Antoine Esprit Accristo. The nickname Little Tony was given to me by the American GIs.
In France, all my family and friends call me Esprit. I was born on January 7, 1931, in the city of
Grasse, France, which is located in the southern part of France. I am the sixth of thirteen
children, eight boys and five girls.Grasse is located on the French Riviera about 10.5 miles north
of the city of Cannes and 21.75 miles west of Nice. With its subtropical climate, it became world
renowned for the factories in the area that process the flowers of jasmine, rose, orange,
lavender, and many other into perfume extracts.My parents were both born in Italy. My father
was born February 13, 1900, in the small port town of Palmi in the province of Reggio, Calabria,
located in the southern part of Italy. He was the oldest son of the family of five children. His father
was a fisherman and troubadour (musician). My father and grandfather worked side by side until
my father left home at the age of eighteen. With several of his friends, he formed a gang that
wondered about Calabria for a while. They didn’t always make their living the most honest way
and sometimes were more like bandits, demanding or taking what they needed to survive from



others. Being the leader of this well-organized gang, my father was highly respected by his
followers. His reputation was well-known throughout many places in Calabria. However, this type
of living would soon come to an end when they arrived in Sartano, the small town where my
mother lived.This small village had its own gang and confronted my father and his gang soon
after they arrived in town. During the fight, my father lost two of his men; and because of this
incident, he decided to break up the gang and settle down to a less violent life. Chapter
2REMEMBERING MY PARENTSWhile in Sartano, my father went to work at the local sawmill,
the same place where my mother happened to be working. My father was a hard worker with
many talents. His educational background amounted to five years of elmentary school. He loved
fishing, playing cards with his friends, and playing botche (a game played with steel or wooden
balls). He also loved to sing and could play many musical instruments such as the guitar, the
mandolin, and the consentina (an accordion with buttons).My mother was also born in Italy on
September 29, 1899, in a small village in Calabria named Sartano, located near the city of
Cosenza. The few families who were living there at that time were mostly farmers, woodsmen,
hired hands, and sheep and goat herders. Her life would be a lot different than other children her
own age for she had to grow up under much harder conditions. (I would find out later she was
born a bastard child from a brother and sister of the same family.) In many of these cases, a
child such as she would not have been allowed to be born or let die at birth. She was therefore
denied her true family name, was treated as an outcast, and not accepted in school ( in those
days, bastard children were treated more like morons ) since she had no education and never
learned to read or write. She was left under the care of her father, a widower and shepherd, after
having been weaned from her birth mother.While attending the flock when my mother was about
five or six years old, her father—now a widower—told her that he had been married before and
was the father of two grown daughters who were living somewhere in South America. One of the
daughters named Michelina had married a shoemaker in the 1890s and had returned to Sartano
to visit her father. Michelina wanted to take my mother back with her to America. For some
reason or another, Michelina was not able to take her. This was the only time that my mother
ever saw this half sister.My mother had an older sister named Rosmunda—Rosina for short—
Albarelli (her married name) whose father and mother were Filomena and Antonio Trombino.
They were brother and sister. She also had many half brothers and sisters from the Filomena
Trombino’s marriage to Santo Rizzuti.The last time I saw my mother was December 31, 1976—
New Year’s Eve—and she told me at that time that her father, Antonio Trombino, was her
grandfather or her cousin. (This proved to be incorrect when I found the truth during my trip to
Italy in 1999.)Antonio Trombino was very gentle and kind and never abused my mother. He had
no formal education and, therefore, never learned to read or write.While still living at home, until I
was about thirteen years old, my mother’s life had been a mystery to me. I remember asking her
many times about her childhood and about her parents. She always told me that she did not
know who her parents were and that she was an orphan child. Even during my visits seven years
later after returning from the Korean War and in 1966 when we had our family reunion, she



maintained this story. My father did not want us to know and always told us the same story—that
she was an orphan and was found in front of a church as an abandoned child. This was until well
after my father passed away. During the last time that I saw her on New Year’s Eve 1976, she
was able to talk about her life. Chapter 3WHAT I LEARNED FROM MY MOTHERThese are
some of her stories.One was about the time when she was about six years old, and her father
had sent her out to get water at the spring with her sheepdog. He called to her, “Run, little girl,
run, see if you can run faster than your dog.” She ran and got to the springs before the dog did.
Upon her return, she was very tired from running and carrying the heavy water jug on her head
and fell asleep on his arm. When she woke up, he had laid her on the ground beside her dog
and covered both of them with his shepherd coat. (My mother, in her own way, showed this same
kind of great love and tenderness to us children and put herself at risk many times, especially
when my father was angry.)To me she always was, and will always be, like a saint. She was not
only the one who carried me in her womb, put me on this earth, and gave all of us children life,
and was always there during our times of need, but also the one who took food from her own
mouth and went without it for us.Mother stayed with her father during her adolescent years,
working in the mountains as his helper by caring for the sheep and goats until his death. At the
age of thirteen years, her father passed away; and she was left alone to fend for herself and went
to work as a laborer helper doing a man’s work to survive. Her father, upon his death, had left to
her the only thing that he ever owned, a small house (more like a hut made out of mud and
straw) she lived by herself until she met my father in 1918.When my mother was fifteen years
old, she worked as a mason helper, carrying brick and mortar on her head, climbing ladders and
doing all types of backbreaking work, while making barely enough money to live on. I remember
her telling me about falling from a ladder while carrying bricks and that she had broken her arm.
The mason had to set it since there was no doctor within many miles. They set her arm by using
two pieces of board and wrapping it with their handkerchiefs. Even though she was in pain, she
had to continue working the rest of the day. No work, no pay and continued doing this kind or
work until she met my father in 1918. They were both working at the same sawmill, and she often
said it was love at first sight. She told me how she had told her girlfriend all about “how
handsome this man was and how she liked him a lot.” In the beginning, her friend was making
fun of her but soon realized that she was really in love with him.In no time at all, they were seeing
each other; and she introduced him to her mother (Filomena Trombino Rizutti) since her father
was now deceased. Her mother warned her by saying many times, “Be careful because this man
comes from far away.” But Mother was so crazy about him that she did not notice what her own
mother was up to. Her mother proposed that she should go away with him; but before doing so,
she should turn the house over to her for safekeeping. My grandmother made up a bill of sale;
and since my mother could not read, my grandmother made her put her X on the paper signing
the house over to her. By doing this, she could go away with my father.This transaction was
unknown to my father. He probably thought that she had been kicked out of her home because
of their love. He told Mother that he knew she was an honest and faithful woman and that he



loved her to have the courage and run away with him. He promised that he would care for her
and that they would marry as soon as they could settle down.What my father didn’t know at this
time, was that my mother had become pregnant while working at the sawmill. Pulling the boards
away from the saw was constantly hitting her in the abdomen, and damaging the fetus of the
unborn twin boys that she was carrying. This resulted in a miscarriage. This happened while they
were still in Sartano, Italy, but she would soon become pregnant again.Hoping to leave Italy and
immigrate to America to find work and settle there, they left Sartano in the early 1920s and
slowly worked their way and saved enough money for the trip. After arriving at the Port of Naples,
they tried to board the ship but were refused passage. The reason was that in order to travel to
the Americas during the early 1900, an immigrant had to be able to read and write. Since my
mother was unable to even sign her name, they had no choice and were not accepted on the
ship. Having no hope to go to America, they left the Port of Naples by fishing boat and arrived in
Marseille, France, as migrant workers in early 1922. Soon after their arrival on April 19, 1922, my
sister Conception was born.My mother had told me some of these wonderful stories about her
youth in Italy while I was still living at home as my father was still working. Many of those stories
were about how she and my father had met and how she fell in love, their attempt to come to
America, and their struggle to survive when they first came to live in France. Chapter 4WHAT I
KNOW ABOUT MY FATHERAbout my father! Yes, he was a hardworking man and did the best
that he could to support the family. I do, and always will, respect him for his tenacity in providing
for our needs. In 1935, my father and mother who were now living in Grasse had now eight living
children to care for. Life was very difficult, and the responsibilities were even greater than anyone
could imagine. Work was hard to come by; wages were low for uneducated foreign people, and
there was no other means of support for the family. To survive in those days, there was only one
way—“DO OR DIE.”Unfortunately for him, the way my father treated the older children of the
family (my sister Conception, brother Max, brother Gherino (Guerin), sister Blanchette
(Blanche), brother Joseph, brother Leon, and myself) was with such harsh and brutal way; that
would eventually be his downfall in our eyes. This was the reason (as far as I can recall) why so
many of us ran away from home, in our early teens.At that time, the oldest child of the family was
Conception. She was only thirteen years old. I was four. We lived in poverty. Due to the above
circumstances, my father was too preoccupied in trying to earn a living and making barely
enough money to support the family, to run the house. This part was left up to Mother who had a
tough time keeping us fed. Being pregnant most of the time didn’t help the situation.When my
father returned home from work at night, tired from a hard day and long hours, and was in no
mood to hear my poor mother complaining about what us kids had done during the day. We
were kept inside of the house most of the time and were not allowed to go anywhere without
permission. This did not make the situation any better. What would often happen is that we
would sneak out without permission and go wandering to play with other kids down the street.
My mother would tell on us when my father came back from work at the end of the day. This was
a big mistake on her part, and “holy hell would break loose.” His bad temper would get the best



of him, and he would resort to brutality and total violence as punishment. Not knowing when to
stop, he used his fist, a whip—anything he could get his hands on—and would beat us to a pulp
until we couldn’t stand up on our feet, leaving us with many marks on our young bodies. Once
when I was about ten years old, I remember him lifting me up off the floor by the ears and hitting
the wall with my head. I almost passed out. During these temperamental times, if anyone—even
my poor mother—would try to interfere, he or she would get the same or even more. This was
why we lived in fear of him and did not love our father very much. As we were growing up, many
of us would run away from home. I ran away many times.It would be many years before this kind
of treatment would stop, and only the youngest of the family saw him change and mellow down.
But by then, it was too late for us older brothers and sisters, for we had left home one by one in
our early teens. Chapter 5THE REASON I LEFT HOMEAs for myself, being mistreated and
seeing no future by staying at home except poverty, hunger, and war, I made my decision to
leave home at a much-earlier age. I ran away several times; my first time was when I was only
eleven years old; the last was when I was thirteen. 1935—Grasse, FranceTony with his sister
Blanche (right) and Conception (center) My earliest memories go back to about age four. We
lived in a three-room apartment of the fifth floor of a very old house. We called this place “the
chicken coop,” for it was at one time used to keep chickens. We had no plumbing, heating or
running water. Water had to be carried in pails from the public water fountain located on the
street below. There was a two-burner gas plate used for cooking. On the wall above the kitchen
table was a picture of my two sisters and me. There also was an old fireplace that didn’t work.
The sewage was dumped in a trough outside a window connected to a downspout; and if you
missed the hole, God bless the passersby below. Next to the kitchen and eating area in the
corner of the house were two beds separated by a curtain. One of the beds was used by my two
older sisters. On the other side of the curtain was a bed, used by the four of us brothers
(Maxime, Guerin, Joesph, and I). We slept two at the head of the bed and two at the bottom, and
my mother and father slept on a mattress on the floor. Next to them was a small closet where my
youngest baby brother Leon had a bed made from an old wooden fruit crate. All of us children so
far had been born at home with the aid of a midwife and assisted by my father. Sanitation was
unknown as we lived among rats, cockroaches, mice, bedbugs, and lice. One of my older
brothers (Orlando) had died before the age of two probably due to the unsanitary
conditions.When I was five in 1936, my father moved the family from Traverse De La Placette
(the old chicken coop) to Number 9 Rue Du Four Neuf since there was more room; and we now
had the girls and boys separated by a wall. On one side, the girls still had to sleep together in
one bed; and on the other side, five of us boys had two beds and a crib to share—brothers Max
and Guerin in one and Joe and I on the other, and little brother Leon had the crib. Our living
conditions got a little better, but we still had to cope with infestation of rodents and lice. My
mother had found work in the perfume factory, doing odd jobs washing towels by hand, and
getting flowers ready to be processed into perfume. With both parents working, this made life a
bit easier for all of us. We had more to eat and better clothing. We now had an indoor toilet, and



my mother and father had their own bedroom and a small crib to accommodate the newborn
brother Orlando (the same name as my deceased brother). Since the conditions had gotten so
much better, even our diet had improved. My older brothers and sisters had begun to attend
schools. Max and Guerin attended Ecole Carnot (public school), and my two sisters attended
Sainte Marie (Catholic school). The kindergarten that Joe and I attended was also at the same
school. The youngest, Leon and Orlando, went to the day care center that was run by Catholic
nuns.Going to school was exciting, but we were faced with a very big problem. We were living in
France, but our family only spoke Italian. I still remember listening to the teachers speaking to us
in French and not understanding a word they said. You can imagine what that was like to a small
child, hearing words that had no meaning. Thankfully, there were some children who spoke both
French and Italian who would translate to us what was said, and this helped us a lot. Within a
short period of time, we were able to understand and speak French.During the early years of my
life, my father was working as a laborer in the construction of the Chateau d’eau Reservoir that
supplied the water for the city of Grasse. This water (to the best of my knowledge) came from
some water canal that was built during the Roman days. Chapter 6THE CITY SENDS SOME OF
THE POORCHILDREN TO SUMMER CAMPEvery year some of the poorest kids from the city of
Grasse were selected and given the opportunity to go to a summer camp for a few weeks. The
camp was located in the mountain town of Saint-Vallier-de-Thiey, about fifteen miles north of
Grasse. I was sent there twice. The first time I did this was when I was about seven years old. To
most of the kids, going to these camps was a great opportunity to make new friends. This was a
way to get us off the streets and to have proper meals for a few weeks. It was like the modern-
day YMCA. The south of France was a beautiful place to live; however, there were a lot of very
poor people and a few very rich people. Some of poor people had health problems. We loved to
go there because that was the only time we got showers, and they always fed us good food; and
each of us had our own bed. This was paid for by the local government with the aid of the local
merchants.During the war in 1942, when I was about eleven years old, my brother Joe and I
were sent to that camp. My father one weekend came to see us and took us to a restaurant
(reminding you that even in a restaurant you had to present your ration card, depending on what
you ordered). My father ordered for all of us some rabbit in spaghetti sauce. As we were about to
consume the meal, my father called the waiter to the table and refused the meat that was
offered. After a small argument, my father told the waiter that he did not wish to consume what it
turned out to be was cat meat. My father recognized the ribs as being those of a cat rather than a
rabbit. We had raised rabbits so he could tell the difference. The restaurant gave us a free meal.
That was one of the few times that my father came to see us; he had to come by bus and could
visit us only a few hours. Chapter 7WORKING IN THE JASMINE FIELDSEvery summer, many of
the poor families and children were hired from June to September to pick the jasmine flowers in
the fields owned by independent and commercial perfume factories. We had to get up at 5:00
AM. Then after washing our hands and faces in cold in water, we would eat a small breakfast
(café au lait) made of coffee, chicory, milk sugar, and day-old bread. In our small flower baskets,



we carried our lunch, which was made of approximately three hundred grams of bread filled with
tomato, cucumbers, olive oil, and salt and pepper. (Since we had very little money, lunch meat
was not a part of our sandwich.) My mother took us younger children with her to the jasmine
fields. Many of us walked barefoot up to three or four miles to get there. I remember the first time
that I was allowed to go to pick the jasmine. This was in the summer of 1937/1938. I was only six
or seven years old.Only my brothers Maxime and Gherino (later in life he changed it to Guerin)
and myself. We had to travel from Grasse to Saint-Jean, about a four-mile walk. My two older
sisters, Conception and Blanchette, stayed at home helping my mother (who was pregnant)
taking care of my three younger brothers, Joseph, Leon, and Orlando.I was so proud to be able
to go with my big brothers, not knowing that picking Jasmine flowers was such a backbreaking
work. We arrived at Saint-Jean about 7:00 AM. I was already tired by the time we got there. We
worked until four in the afternoon, stopping only to eat our sandwich. When we were done, the
flowers were weighed; and in my hard day’s work, I had picked less than one-half pound of
jasmine flowers, while my two brothers had picked over two pounds each.On our way back
home, we were so hungry that we sneaked in a neighboring farmer’s fruit orchard, climbed on a
fig tree, and gorged ourselves with figs. This was the best part of my day.Normally, it would take
about four full baskets of flowers a whole day picking, for an adult, to make one kilogram (about
two pounds); and it would take many kilograms to make one ounce of perfume. We stayed in
those fields from daybreak until dusk seven days a week, rain or shine, until all the flowers were
picked. The jasmine flowers have a tendency to rebud from the same stem on a weekly basis,
with new buds continually sprouting on new branches. In the early summer, the amounts picked
would be smaller in June than in August, when the jasmine would be at its peak. I picked the
jasmine flowers from age seven to about age twelve. An accounting was made and recorded into
a book each day by the caretaker of the fields who weighed the amount each person had picked
at the end of the day. At the end of the season, the total amount of flowers picked would be
added; and we would be paid according to a set price per kilogram. I returned to those fields in
1966 and met some of the caretaker’s children who were now in charge and remembered the
times when I was a jasmine flower picker. As I look back, they are fond memories. I don’t know if
the jasmine perfume is still made from the flowers since many of the jasmine fields have been
bought and turned into expensive villas or sold for real estate to prominent people such as
Americans, English, and Middle Easterners.Due to better educational opportunities, most of the
children from those flower-picking families now have found their way into industry and changed
with the times. Chapter 81939: MY BROTHER MAX LEAVESHOMEI remember the day when
my brother Max left home, and this was the reason: It was in the summer of 1939 (around the
beginning of WWII) that we were sent to pick flowers about eight miles away from home. Due to
the long distance to travel back and forth, it was necessary for us to stay in a two-room
basement apartment, which was provided by the landowner. Next to our living quarters was a
winepress and wine making vats. There was a small wood stove for cooking our meals. We
stayed there for about three or four months that one summer. Our clothing had to be washed in



cold water in a concrete tub located outside, just a short distance from the house. This also was
where we took our bath.My father and older brothers Max and Guerin had brought with them two
pull carts known as a chareton (This cart is pulled by the hands and with shoulder straps, like a
horse pulling a carriage) filled with necessary items for us to stay there. A bed; mattress; cooking
utensils; and extra clothing; my mother and sisters, Conception, Blanchette; me; brothers,
Joseph, Leon, Orlando, Sauveur; and little sister Therese who was only a few months old. We
stayed there through the picking season, while my father and brothers Max and Guerin were
staying and working in Grasse. They would come and see us only on weekends.It was during
that summer when Pope Pious XI died. Max was fifteen years old at that time; my sister
Conception was seventeen years old and would take care of the little kids (four of them were too
young to go to the fields) while the rest of us were picking flowers.Conception was a very pretty
girl and had her picture taken with one of the young farmhands. He had given her a print of the
picture. She in turn had shown it to my mother. The fact that my sister had her picture taken
without permission from our parents was upsetting to my mother. When my father came on the
weekend, my mother took the picture away from my sister and showed it to my father. May I
remind you that in those days, a girl was not allowed to do such things. My father exploded when
he saw the picture and immediately took Conception into the bedroom and began to whip her
with a handmade cattle whip. She was crying and screaming from the pain, but my father
wouldn’t stop beating her even when my mother tried to interfere. This made my father even
more upset, and he started beating my mother. My brother Max was in the other room with us
and could no longer stand the beating of my mother and sister. He ran into the room and
confronted my father. He tried to make my father stop by talking to him. But he pushed Max
aside and continued to pick on my mother and sister. Max was about the same size as my father
and was as strong as he was. He grabbed the whip from my father and began fighting him. As
they were shouting at each other, Max was saying, “You have beaten us enough.” As the fighting
continued, they moved outside of the bedroom and were chasing each other on the narrow path
that led toward the Saint Matthew chapel. We were all very scared and stayed inside but could
still hear them shouting at each other. Soon there was silence. About an hour or so later, my
father returned alone. He seemed distraught like he had just realized what he had done. He went
into the other room, and nothing more was said. Max did not return. We would not hear from him
until many years later in 1942, and I would not see him again until I had returned from Korea on
special military leave in 1952.
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